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A SEARING STORY OF LOVE, GLAMOUR, AND BRUTALITY… 

Cassie’s Song tells the story of three women’s journeys. 

One confronts moving on with her life after her husband’s murder. 

One is at the peak of her fame on the world concert stage. 

One is a passionate fighter for the environment against murderous 

corporations destroying the world’s rainforests. 

Cassie’s Song rambles along briar paths in Hampshire villages with Katy, 

rekindling her love of the English countryside unchanged since Jane Austen’s 

time, sashays with Clara across the glamorous fashion capitals of the world 

and treads the horrific, secret world of greed in the prehistoric rainforests of 

Kalimantan with Cassie. 

Two families face the devastating price the world pays for beauty and lays 

bare the grim world of human rights abuses and rainforest bastardry. 

The climax will leave two mothers uplifted by their magnificent daughters 

and facing loss that must be endured like the rivers tell time, not the clocks. 

There are monsters as well as angels in this life. 

www.shawlinepublishing.com.au 

Robert’s writing paints pictures of 
remarkable, headstrong women set against 
backstories of the significant issues of our 
times. His vivid storytelling combines sharp-
witted dialogue and meticulous research to 
bring our human struggles to life. A citizen 
of the world, his love of exotic places, their 
people and their love stories bring readers 
an evocative sense of time and place. 
 
Visit Robert's website here: 
www.robertbarclay.com.au 
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ALSO BY ROBERT BARCLAY 

“An immersive and gripping book that 

resonates deeply with the reader. 

Throughout, the characterisation is 

strong, memorable and nuanced suited to 

the intricate, powerful, compelling 

narrative.” Rebecca Black, AM 

“Masterful and gripping, as if the author 

anticipates everything we as readers will 

demand and he delivers… Exceptional 

follow on to The Diary of Katy Yehonala…” 

Kelly, Indie Book reviewer 
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